Prices

Treatments to suit your skincare needs
We offer a range of Cosmetic treatments for the face and body that help with wrinkle smoothing,
deep lines, plumping up lips, exfoliation Laser teeth whitening and generally brightening up
facial complexion and a brighter, whiter smile. .
Loyalty Offers on ALL Cosmetic Treatments!
We offer loyal customers a 6th treatment free on Cosmetic treatments - contact us for further
details and start your loyalty card now.
Treatment Prices
Cosmetic treatments have got increasingly popular for both men and women. Wrinkle
smoothing, deep line filling as well as skin peels all help towards a more youthful and glowing
complexion. These treatments are not permanent and will need to be topped up over time.
Prices of our most popular treatments are outlined below. Remember, you also get a 6th
treatment free under our non-surgical loyalty scheme - ring us for further details.
Wrinkle Smoothing and Line Filling
BOTOX™ anti-wrinkle injections

*£25 Supplement for men

Restylane skin filler/plumper from £180 (0.5ml)
Skin Peels
Easy Phytic £65 (Full Course of 6 peels £325 buy 5 and get one free)
TCA Peels £100 (1 peel) £450 (course of 4 peels and cream)
Dermaroller
Course of 3 £600
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Laser Teeth Whitening
Laser Teeth Whitening £299 HALF PRICE £149

(Please see our other website-www.confidentsmile.co.uk for up-to-date special offers).
Wedding Package
Bride or groom and family packages are available on skin treatments and laser teeth whitening.
We all want to look and feel our best on such a memorable day.
Special Occasion Package
Whether you’re looking forward to an important date or you want to make an impression at
work, try our Skin treatments or Laser Teeth Whitening.
Indulgence Package
Try our total relaxation package with a medical skin peel. Using special Skintech products
suited to your skin type.
Gift Vouchers
Give someone special a unique birthday present/gift with a Rejuvenate treatment voucher or a
tailored treatment package.
Please note that all promotional offers are subject to status and availability and terms &
conditions apply.
Rejuvenate Yourself…

*Please note, in men the muscle mass is almost twice as much as in women; and so, requires a
greater dose of Botox. This supplement is common to all Botox Practices.
These prices are correct at time of publication 24th Feburary 2010. We reserve the right to
change prices at any time. Prices are subject to consultation at which point patients will receive
professional advice on their treatment as well as a Personal Quotation.
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